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- After-the-fact of writing, asking "Where should I send this?"
- Using your Department’s ranking of journals as the list of where you serially submit every paper you write, beginning with the top-ranked journal.
- Submitting only to a journal where you have an "in"/connection that you believe you can count on to produce an acceptance and a line on a CV.
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- **Read and contrast** purpose statements and guidelines for authors,
- Volunteer as a referee and pay attention to what you are asked to do by the Associate Editors handling papers you review.
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- Concern with "seminality" of basic ideas.
- Interest in publishing mathematical detail. (Even "mathematical" ones typically have little interest in "routine" arguments.)
- Requirement for immediate/direct applicability.
- Level of development of methodology expected.
- "Area" of coverage.
- How widely they are read. (Circulations, citation rates, published rankings, published "impact factors," etc. are indicators.)
- Both care and timeliness with which reviews are made.
- Reputation/stature in the community. (Usually, these really ARE deserved.)
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You Want Your Work:

- To reach those who might benefit from using it, both inside and outside of statistics.
- To be widely seen. (Don’t limit your exposure by submitting too narrowly!)
- To be respected by your peers, both locally and world-wide.
- To be something of which you can be *justifiably* proud.
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- The "club" publishing in it is very small/in-grown and the papers are typically very stylized, following a predictable uninspiring pattern.
- It is an exorbitantly priced commercial venture.
- A review of several issues produces nothing you find to be really very interesting or important.
- You come to the conclusion that you don’t have the aptitude to produce the kind of paper the journal exists to publish ... your niche in the statistical world really doesn’t overlap the journal’s niche in the statistical world.
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- In fact, they WANT to publish your work!!
- On occasion they are wrong and in very rare instances they are even malicious ... but most often they are both right (at least as regards the advice they give) and trying to be constructive.
- When you are asked to do something in a review, consider the request most seriously, and don't just try to see the minimal change that will satisfy the reviewer.

In general, work in such a way that you can look at yourself in the mirror in the morning and honestly say "I’m contributing as effectively as I can to an important enterprise!" Don’t let your life degenerate to "Well, here’s another day of playing the same old self-serving pointless game."